INFORMATION SYSTEMS ENGINEERING, POST-MASTER’S CERTIFICATE

Admission Requirements
Applicants who have already completed a master’s degree in a closely related technical discipline are eligible to apply for the Post-Master’s Certificate in Information Systems Engineering.

Program Requirements
Five courses must be completed within three years. Four of the five courses must be from the Information Systems Engineering program, as listed throughout the Courses section, which includes selected courses from the Computer Science (EN.605.xxx), Cybersecurity (EN.695.xxx), Systems Engineering (EN.645.xxx), and Engineering Management (EN.595.xxx) programs. At least one of these courses must be at the 700-level. Only grades of B– or above can be counted toward the post-master’s certificate. Students are allowed to take one elective.

Tracks are not applicable for students pursuing certificates. All course selections, including the elective, are subject to advisor approval.